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Earth 
Grounding



Our home. The dirt beneath our feet. The vital trees. 
The slumbering stones. The fourth Element, Earth is 
associated with the North, Winter, ancestors, Night, 
and The living World. 
Earth is grounded here in reality. We can touch, see 
it, know it. It is connected to the material and the 
great mother goddess. It nurtures and feeds us. It is 
the shelter we can return to.
It is also filled with secrets, the bones of our 
families and the past locked away beneath the soil. It 
is a place of turning inward. A great womb of 
knowledge.  
Draw your representation of Earth here, calling it 
forth from your inner landscape into reality: 



Plant a Tree
        Start an Herb Garden
   Visit a Cemetery
             Lie in the Grass
   Write a letter to
  your ancestors
              Learn to compost

Create a crystal grid
on your altar

Build a SAndcastle
          Connect to your
           root Chakra

Volunteer at the
 Community Garden

 Cultivate a Vegetable Path
  Host a Zero Waste Event
        Cleanse with a mud mask
               Sing to the Flowers
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RituaL ||| Go outside. Touch the ground. Dig 
your fingers into the dirt, rub it across your 
palms, smell the vital potential locked 
within. Envision the hundreds of feet and 
hoof and claw that have touched this very 
place that is now within your hands. Anoint 
your face with the fertile ground. In this 
lineage of life what do you offer? You are 
an essential part of the cycle. Kiss the 
mother and whisper your gifts between the 
blades of grass & rustle of leaves. 

      You are the offering. 
      Plant yourself here. 

Growing into our 
Highest Self With Gaia

Gaia is the personification of the Earth, who birthed
the sea, the sky, & all life in Greek primordial myth. 
Her name encompasses both the worship of our 
planet & the mythic embodiment of Earth beyond time.





🜃 PREPARE RITUAL SPACE: cast a circle,  
Invite your ancestors to hold space for you.
🜃 CHOOSE YOUR INGREDIENTS Mix 2 parts clay
 to 1 part water to 1 part your chosen reagent. 
           Yogurt: Soothing
           Apple cider vinegar: cleansing
           Green tea: invigorating
           honey: glowing
           Activated charcoal: Banishing
🜃 ACTIVATE YOUR HEALING Write your intentions 
for health. Place under your bowl.Be Specific.
🜃 SCRIBE A SIGIL IN THE CLAY  Start with 
the alchemical symbol for EARTH 🜃. Add more if called to.
🜃 APPLY THE MASK Gently. Keep away from your eyes 
and mouth. Feel the Earth Nourishing your skin.
🜃 To Close RINSE AWAY all that is no longer 
serving you. Release your guides. Rejoice in the cleansing.

Materials||| Water, Bentonite Healing Clay, a 
non metal Sacred Vessel, Wooden utensil, 
Ingredients of choice (see below).

Healing with the Earth 
Clay Mask Ritual



The Many 
Names of 
Mother 
Earth

Pachamama The Incan Mother 
Deity, PErsonified as the mountains 
and Earthquakes

Tellus Mater  One of the 
original 12 deities of rome, her 
symbol is the cornucopia

Prithvi The Hindu Devi of the EArth, 
In sanskrit her name means “The 
Vast One”

Demeter the Greek agriculture 
Goddess who holds purview over the 
fertility of Earth

Ninḫursaĝ “Lady of the Sacred 
Mountain” is the principal fertility 
goddess of ancient Sumer

Mahte A moniker for a collection 
of over 50 Mother Goddesses in 
Latvian Mythos

Venus of Willendorf One of 
the oldest known images of the Earth 
Goddess
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